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The cnh times
Featuring our very own…
The CNH Times is a newsletter that features stories, poems, and illustrations of the creative efforts
of our children here attending the Central Neighbourhood House after-school program with help
from Frontier College tutors!

Meet Our Contributors!

This newsletter is the product of a collaboration between the staff and children at CNH and
Frontier College’s volunteer tutors who are currently attending Ryerson University.

This newsletter is the product of a collaboration between the staff and children at CNH and
Frontier College’s volunteer tutors who are currently attending Ryerson University.
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DOGS & CATS
By: Pierre
I like dogs
I like hot dogs
I hate cats
I hate mad cats
Dogs are good
By: Aida

FIND THE ODD ONE!
By: Aida
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How to create some Word-Art!
What you need:
- A pencil
- Some pencil crayons/ markers
Steps:
- Lightly draw a picture in pencil
- Use the pencil crayons/ markers to fill in the spaces in your drawing by writing out the
word that makes up the picture
* You don’t need to repeat the same word. You can write a story in your picture if you like!
- Don’t forget to change colors when you need to!

By: Aleeya

.
By: Ella

By: Jaden
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CNH Story Time… add a line
By: Kids & Staff
Once upon a time there were 2 staff, 8 volunteers and 29 children. They all went to the gym to
play baseball
…
And got very fat because they ate all MY! chocolate without asking 
…
They decided to work out to make themselves feel better
…
To work out, they decided to do flaming aerobics
…
Then they saw a really good looking & cool guy named Vu. Vu wasn’t paying attention and he
got hit in his head; his man-bun couldn’t save him
…
Vu’s man-bun caught on fire, so they dumped water on his head and started playing baseball!
…
But then he got better after getting treated in a hospital
…
Then Vu was feeling better but he had to go to the courtroom for doing graffiti all around
Toronto saying “Vu the best and handsome”
…
like he did on the CNH Kids Club rule list!!!!!!! He ended up going to 200 years of prison!
Meanwhile the people playing baseball went to drink smoothies and
…
waited for Vu to come out of jail… He was let out on good behavior, and for teaching people in
prison how to have nice man-buns. Then all the staff and children had smoothies together

THE END!
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Here are some more illustrations from our talented young artists!

By: Ryan

By: Waasnodeh & Ella

By: Jade

By: Emma
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ALL ABOUT NEEMA
By: Neema

DUDE PERFECT
By: Noah & “Tyler” (penname for Nathan)
Dude
Unpredictable
Dynamite
EPIC
Perfect
Extreme
Ridiculously awesome
Fun
Extraordinary
Cody
Tyler

What does Dude Perfect
look like to you?
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C-R-A-Z-Y STORIES: CAMPING EDITION!
By: Lilian & Ryan
Lilian and Ryan went on an amazing camping trip. They
brought their big tents and started collecting wood to
build fire. They knew they needed to collect a lot of
firewood before it became too dark so they ran very
fast. For a snack they decided to make sandwiches on
the fire and cook up a can of beans. As it got dark
outside, Lilian heard wolves make a sound in the woods.
Lilian was scared and ran in the tent. The wolf ran away
but not before eating all the yummy snack. When the
morning came, Lilian and Ryan left to go climb up a high
hill and gather blueberries. It truly was an adventurous
camping trip.
By: Nathan, Arlo & Pierre
Nathan and Arlo went on a fun camping trip. They brought their big backpack and started
eating bacon to build a fort. They knew they needed fire to cook a lot of marshmallows
before it became too dark so they ran very fast. For a snack they decided to make bacon on
a stick and cook up a can of meat as it got dark. Outside they heard a fart make a sound in
the woods! They were scared and yelled a lot! Outside, Nathan ate a piece of bacon from
inside the tent. The wolf wanted bacon but not before noon over all the wolf ran! When
the morning came, Nathan and Arlo left to go home up a mountain very high and gathered
their stuffs. It was truly an amazing camping trip!

By: Sydney, Stella, and Gabby
Gertrude and Gabby went on a yummy camping trip. They ate their sparkly cupcakes and
started going quickly to build a cupcake castle. They knew they needed to make a lot of
donuts before it became too dark so they flew very high. For a snack
they decided to make chocolate ice cream on a cupcake table and
. . .
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cook up a can of chicken noodle soup. As it got dark outside, Gabby heard a ginormous
tiger make a sound in the woods. Gertrude was scared and threw a rock! Outside, Gabby
exploded a volcano cupcake from inside the tent. The ginormous tiger rolled but not before
dancing over all the chocolate cake. When the morning came Gertrude and Gabby left to go
dance up a purple cocoon and gather cupcake butterflies. It truly was a fun camping trip.

Missed your chance at writing a C-R-A-Z-Y STORY for this issue? No, problem, try it below!
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A FRIENDLY POEM
By: Zackaria
Leo
Friendly, Sporty
Likes running around
Fun, likes being friends
My friend

UNTITLED
By: Erica

A TAXI DRIVING A MAN
By: Ryan
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A Comic Strip by Pierre:
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ALPHA-POEMS
We asked the students to describe themselves using the letters of their first name. Here
are the wonderful poems they came up with!
Athletic
ïndustrious
Darling
Awesome

SCARLETT
S is super
C is cute
A is awesome
R is reliable
L is lovable
E is efficient
T is terrific
T is thinker

Relevant
Y do you eat Paper?
Awesome
Newt

Pig
R you awesome
Egg
Snake
Turtle
Octopus
Newt

NOAH
N is noble
O is opaque
A is athletic
H is happy
Special
Youthful
Delightful
Nice
Excellent
Enjoyable

Awesome
Beautiful
Incredible
Girly
Artist
Ëlegant
Loyal

Clever
Happy
Lovely
Optimistic
Elegant
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Excellent
Loving
Loyal
Amazing

TOWNS
T is terrific
O is organized
W is wonderful
N is nice
S is super
Nice
Excellent
Youthful
Amazing

Amazing
Beautiful
Respectful
Incredible
Excellent
Lovely
Awesome
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Rich
Awesome
Fast
Fantastique
Ipad Attraction

Excellent
Likable
Loyal
Amazing

Wonderful
Awesome
Amazing
Special
Normal
Objective
Diamond
Excellent
Happy

Awesome
Dimensional
Avid Gamer
Mighty
Nice
Excellent
Amazing
Magnificent
Awesome

Super
Awesome
Simple
Half unicorn
Amazing
Diamond
Young
Likable
Awesome
Nice

Nice
Excellent
Youthful
Amazing
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